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Chapter 2 
 

Fieldnames:  Explanations of place, past and present. 

 

Dr. Catherine O’Connor 
 

‘The land here is very fertile and suitable for tillage, meadowing and grazing. Woods are not 

numerous but there are groves around Newhall, Ballybeg and Dromoland. The River Fergus. a 

tributary of the Shannon is navigable as far as Clare Castle.  It is noted for salmon and flat fish. 

There are two lakes in the district namely Newhall and Ballybeg.
1
’ 

 

Placenames play an essential role in the preservation of local heritage and identity.They 

form a ‘valuable part of our cultural inheritance.’
2
 While townlands are the smallest administrative 

unit or area of geographical distribution recorded, the names of fields and structures of interest, 

including buildings, roads and laneways are often unrecorded and risk being lost over time. As well 

as illustrating the topography of an area, field names identify the activity of people, past as well as 

present. They reveal their footprints on the landscape where they lived, worked and built their 

homes.  

This chapter will highlight some of the fieldnames recorded in the parish of Clarecastle and 

Ballyea during 2013-14 as part of the heritage collection activity of the Clarecastle Ballyea Heritage 

and Wildlife group.
3
  This Fieldnames Survey has recorded over five hundred fieldnames to date, 

supplied to the group by over forty current landowners and users.
4
 The corresponding Fieldnames 

Table does not claim to document every field in the parish. The project is an ongoing one, 

attempting to record previously undocumented details about the area, the physical landscape and the 

social and economic lives of the people who inhabited it. A review of the Fieldnames Survey 

indicates that as well as names that deal exclusively with agricultural use, some field names in the 

parish, especially those derived from Irish, identify sometimes forgotten practices, customs and 

traditions.  

Fieldname recording is gaining popularity in many parts of the country. According to Dr. 

Nollaig Ó Muraíle of NUIG ‘such names in many instances constitute a particularly rich body of 

toponymical material that merits greater scholarly attention’
5
  Field and placenames contribute to a 

genuine sense of place. The importance of this identification with place was recognised by the 

1937-’38 Schools Folklore Scheme, organised by the Irish Folklore Commission in collaboration 

with the Department of Education and the Irish National Teachers Organisation. ‘My home district’ 

was an important and integral subject for composition by the school children. An excerpt from the 

Clarecastle National School collection is used at the beginning of this chapter. Ballyea, meanwhile 

is fondly described by another student (fig.1) as ‘a pretty district surrounded by hills which look 

down on fertile valleys. It contains some groves, one or two rivers which are making their way to 

the Fergus and pleasant country roads bordered by white and blackthorn hedges’. 
6
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Fig. 1. ‘Townlands of the Parish of Kilone’ Extract from the Schools Folklore Scheme Collection, Ballyea 

National School. 
  

Altogether, the parish of Clarecastle Ballyea is made up of approximately 12,000 acres and 

supports hundreds of field names.  Dr. Joe Power suggests that these names are ‘usually related to 

the size, shape or some aspect of relief, drainage or geology. Many of the field boundaries have 

remained unchanged for centuries and some of the field names are also quite old, this is especially 

the case where farms have remained in the same family ownership for several generations.’
7
 An 

excellent example of this continuity and change in fieldnames, can be seen in the Healy map and 

fieldname record from Manusmore, which is discussed in more detail in chapter five
8
.  This 

example shows how fieldnames can change according to the use of the field and changing 

ownership.  

One of the difficulties in trying to record the fieldnames in any area is that the name may 

well have become distorted by changes in pronunciation and /or spelling over time. The spelling of 

a name may even have been altered in official sources. This is not unusual in historical documents, 

for example, parish registers and census returns sometimes contain various versions of names, 

depending on the remunerator.  Ambiguity in the spelling of both townland and field names can 

affect the meaning of the names and constitutes one of the difficulties faced in attempting to survey 

field names.  In the attached Fieldname Table we have sought to record the common phonetic 

spelling of fieldnames, as well as their sometimes varying suggested meanings. The point has been 

made that English spelling (orthography) ‘is wholly inadequate to indicate the pronunciation even 

of English words, not to mention those whose origins are Irish.’
9
  To confuse us even further, some 

of the names that we assume come from Irish, may in fact come from Hiberno-English.  

 

 

Fieldnames and people, past and present. 

 

The naming of fields is an essential part of farm maintenance and organisation. It is apparent that 

most field names in Clarecastle Ballyea are concerned with field location and aspect. The names 

tend to describe either (1) the physical character and aspect of the field, (2) the purpose for which 

the field is used  (3) a distinguishing feature (whether natural or man-made) of or in the field or (4) 

identify the field by the name of previous owners, people who worked the field or who lived 
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adjacent to it. In some cases a ‘nickname’ is used, for example, ‘Dudes four acres’ in Manusmore, 

named after Mick ‘Dude’ McMahon. (OSIC 23).  These names often provide a tangible and 

physical link to an area for researchers of family history and genealogy. There are several examples 

in the table. Burkes Crag in Clarehill (OSIC 12) is one example, together with another useful 

fieldname contribution to local genealogy, ‘Listons Cottage’ in Ballaghafadda East, the ruins of 

which identify a family called Liston, now gone from the area.   

 

 
Fig. 2. Listons Cottage remains (2013). According to the 1901 census, a stone two roomed cottage with 

thatched roof, rented from Bedeliah Lynch, Lissane, home to John, Patrick and Kate Liston. 

www.census.nationalarchives.ie . 

 

Such names of owners, past as well as present, account for fieldnames too numerous to enumerate 

in full. Lanes, fields, corcass’, crags, hills and limekilns are called after families who owned or 

worked them.  Local families also lent their names to physical features such as Hanrahans cave in 

Barntick (OSIC 11) or Neddy Russells well in Clare Abbey (OSIC 16).    

Some names describe both a feature of the field as well as ownership.  Bridie Quilligan’s 

fort as well as Lynch’s fort in Ballaghafadda West together with Joyce’s forts in Newhall allude to 

local families as well as some of the many forts to be found in the region.
10

  While three townlands 

in the parish, Lissane, Lismulbreeda and Rathmeehan are named for forts, there are a huge number 

of fort fields, to be found for example in Kilmore (OSIC 17),  Knocknamana (OSIC 20), 

Knockanira (OSIB 18) and Lacknaskagh (OSIB 9), to mention but a few. As well as 

‘Ballynacreggan fort’ in Tiermaclane (OSIB 25), the Irish word for ringfort is represented by a field 

called ‘Lisnaquilla’ and the more unusual description of a fort in Ballyveskil, in a field called 

‘liosnacodladh’, the ‘sleepy’ fort. (OSIC4).  There is a field called ‘Cathair’ in Lismulbreeda, 

containing a circular stone fort. (OSIB 20).  Some folklore associated with forts is found in the 

Schools Folklore Collection, which records that Lyons fort in Newtown was surrounded by bushes 

and haunted by a banshee, while Donoghues fort in Carnelly was surrounded by a double wall. It is 

suggested that this fort marks the ruins of an old convent, the nuns who lived there were killed by 

the Danes.
11

  
Fig. 3. Ring Fort at Lissane, Clarecastle. Photograph courtesy of John Power, 2014. 

http://www.census.nationalarchives.ie/
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The ring fort at Lissane (pictured), which is responsible for the name of the townland is 

representative of others found in the parish one of which, at Kilmorane, has been described as 

‘located on a hill several hundred feet above sea level, commanding a fine view over the Fergus and 

Shannon estuaries’.
12

  

Remembering individuals from the past is a common feature of field names, occurring in all 

forty nine parish townlands. Just a few examples include Perry’s Bridge in Ballybeg, named after 

George Perry (1853-1935), the husband of Mary (Minnie) Carroll, whose family are also 

remembered by ‘Carroll’s quarries’, ‘Carroll’s lime kiln’ and ‘Carroll’s pond’, said to be served by 

a spring that filled after quarry work. (OSIC3).  Similarly, ‘Peg’s Cross’ in Darragh, now better 

known as the creamery cross, is remembered by Cissie Collins as having being called after Peg 

Shaughnessy who had land near there.
13

  Sheehan’s Cottage in Manusmore (OSIC 23) as well as 

Katie Scanlan’s Cottage in Newhall (OSIB 21), identify families no longer there. Closer to the 

village of Clare Castle, there are several wells along with lanes bearing local family names.  These 

include Hickey’s well and Flynn’s well in Clare Abbey (OSIC 10), and Hickeys lane (OSIC 10) and 

Wards lane in Clare Commons (OSIC 11).  

Martin Malone from Barnageeha described in 1938 how ‘six houses in the townland are 

slated and the rest are thatched’.
14

  Nearly seventy years later Brian Lillis from nearby 

Ballyvullagan lives with his wife and family in the old nineteenth century (now slated) family 

farmhouse, the original part of which was typical of vernacular farmhouse architecture, comprising 

of three rooms with a central hearth. The well field located to the left of the old farmhouse, contains 

a well which is still used by the  family.  The front gates of the farm themselves have a story to tell. 

It is believed that a local family, O’Gormans of Buncraggy, paid the rent for the Lillis family after 

the Famine, enabling them to stay on their land, while in a nice twist of fate, the Lillis entrance 

gates came from there, having been purchased at auction much later.
15

  

 

 
Fig. 3, The Lillis family in 1910. Mrs. Bridget Lillis with her children, Theresa, Charlotte, Bridie, Gretta, 

Eva, Richard (Dick), Michael, Bernard and Vincent. (Another son, Joe, missing from photograph).  

Photograph courtesy of Mr. Brian Lillis. 

 

Another example of vernacular farmhouse architecture is the home of the Lynch family at 

Lissane. Although rebuilt following a fire in 1954, the house is remembered as having been 

thatched with scalloped thatch and a hipped roof. The three bedroomed house was dominated by a 

large kitchen, with the addition of two garrets and a scullery.  Six generations of the Lynch family 

have lived here. The house was built for Mrs. Bedilia Lynch by a local stonemason Pat Hehir. The 
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thatched roof employed a number of local thatchers, who used hazel scallops, cut in the woods at 

Ballybeg, to secure the thatch.  According to Liam Lynch, the present owner, the thatch was made 

from reeds cut from local marshes, but in times of scarcity substituted by straw.
16

 Gráinne Lynch, 

Liam’s grand-niece has recorded that: 

 
The birds would often damage the thatch in the frosty weather especially the blackbirds. To prevent 

this, the thatch would be sprayed with bluestone or there would be old fishing nets placed over it. 

This would keep the birds at bay and extend the life of the thatch. Because of the warmth and 

humidity of the thatching, it was ‘an awful place for rats’, so to kill the rats they used to put broken 

bottles through the thatch.
17

  

 

 
Fig. 4. Lynch family farmhouse, circa 1950. Photograph courtesy of Mr. Barney Lynch. 

 
 

Place: physical landscape and features.  

 

The parish of Clarecastle Ballyea is rich in natural landscape features, discussed in full later in this 

volume.
18

  Many parish fieldnames portray this landscape.  The names combine the defining 

physical characteristics of the parish: water, tide, hills (summits), bogs, marshes and islands. In Irish 

as well as English, they reveal how people used these physical characteristics to identify place.  

Fields are described according to their type, whether hills, marshes, meadows, gardens and 

paddocks. Surviving Irish names include several ‘corcass’, meaning low, flat, wet land, ‘riasc’: 

bogland or marshy fields, ‘crags’: rocky places and ‘creggaun’: little fields of rocks. Various 

adjectives and monikers are added to these generic descriptions, such as the names of people, 

already discussed, but also situation, location and size, for example, the ‘big field’, the ‘new field’, 

the ‘straight lines’, the ‘small marsh’, the ‘house field’, the ‘western crag’ and the ‘avenue crag’ in 

Buncraggy. (OSIC 7).   Roads and lanes are correspondingly tagged, such as ‘bothareen’, the little 

road in Cappagarraun (OSIB 6) and the well road in Barntick (OSIC 6). Ballyvullagan has several 

gardens, including ‘little garden’ and ‘Galvins garden’, the ‘ould orchard’ and the simply named 

‘field with rock’ (OSIB 2). Again Irish words in this townland are used to explain the location of 

the fields, probably in relation to the dwelling house, as in ‘Páirc go dheas’ and ‘Páirc na crusa’ 

(OSIB 2) or the ‘Cúlín’, the small field at the back, in Reaghfa (OSIB 23). 

The impact of the River Fergus and its estuary as well as its tributaries have carved their 

influence upon the landscape, as described in the following excerpt from A History of Clare Castle:  

 
the stretch of the river which passes through the parish forms part of the  

river estuary, and the river meanders slowly through vast mud banks,  

which form an extensive slobland at the confluence of the River Fergus  

with the River Shannon, about eight miles downstream from Clare Castle.  

In addition to the marshes and slob lands found in the townlands of Island  

McGrath and Islandavanna, the parish is flanked on both the eastern and  
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western margins by boglands at Killow and Skehana to the east, and at Bansha  

and Knockanira to the west. Also, several low-lying townlands were subject to  

annual flooding and these lands were known as curraghs, for example at  

Kilmore and Tiermaclane’.
19

 

 

There is a preponderance of parish fieldnames in Irish relating to wet, marshy land. Together with 

those already mentioned, there are many examples of  ‘currach’  (swamp), ‘moing’ (overgrown 

swamp), ‘meelach’ (marshy ground) and ‘riasc’ (marsh). Examples of fields named ‘meelach’ are 

found in Tiermaclane (OSIB 25), Knockanira (OSIB 18) and the ‘moing’, a field in Lismulbreeda. 

(OSIB 39).  The Moing was an overgrown swamp. ‘Curraghs fields’ are recorded in Kilmore (OSIB 

35), Ballyvullagan (OSIB 7) and also in Ballyea (OSIB 1) in ‘currach meadow’. The interesting 

‘corknakiska’ in Barntick may mean a swamp of water. (OSIC, 11).  The not dissimilar fieldname 

‘caluragh’ in Carnelly (OSIC 9), describes low lying land beside the river.  Meanwhile, ‘currach 

woods’ where the McDonnell sawmills were situated are in the townland of Newhall. (OSIB 44).  

There are several examples of ‘corcass’, which also denotes a marshy field or low, flat, wet 

land. Examples include Claremount corcass and the well corcass in Ballaghafadda West (OSIC 2) 

together with fields called the first and second corcass in Tiermaclane (OSIB 49), McGanns corcass 

in Derreen (OSIC14) and perhaps to be expected, given its location bordering the Fergus estuary, 

four ‘corcass’ fields in the townland of Islandmagrath. These four fields: ‘big road corcass’, ‘small 

road corcass’, ‘bullock corcass’ and ‘Reagan’s corcass’ (OSIC 18) illustrate the use of descriptive 

labels throughout the survey.  

‘Ré’, a level place with black earth or ‘rea’  meaning coarse mountain flat land, appears in 

different fields in Cappagarraun (OSIB 6), such as ‘the back ray’, ‘the V ray’, ‘the L ray’ and ‘the 

horse ray’, while ‘the big ray’ and ‘the small ray’ are found in Kilmore. (OSIB 17).  Kilmore also 

contains a field called ‘Glanndine’ meaning a deep valley. Islands are represented in fieldnames in 

other locations besides the obvious townlands of Islandavanna and Islandmagrath, both of which 

were originally islands in the Fergus estuary.  While ‘lánnacoragh’ in Islandmagrath may be a 

derivative of ‘Oileán a chorraigh’ meaning island in the marsh, the townland also contains a field 

called ‘Illaun na gcapal’, horse island. At the same time, Killerk West has ‘Isle na tobar’ which may 

be the island well (OSIB 14) and Lissane East has ‘Blake’s island’ (OSIC 21).  Manusmore and 

Ballyvullagan both contain fields called the ‘Island’ field while Buncraggy has ‘Clare islands’, 

perhaps named for a view from this field of the islands in the Fergus estuary. The fieldname ‘Blakes 

Island’ survives in Lissanne, possibly for the same reason. 

Brian Lillis describes one field on his land called ‘an aill rua’, meaning a steep cliff, aptly 

describing the field, which has a steep hill and is covered in ferns.
20

  Other descriptive names 

include ‘cnoc’ (hill) and ‘mullagh’ (mull or summit), as in Moolabán, the white summit in Lissane 

East (OSIC 21) and Mullamore: the big summit in Barntick (OSIC 10).  An Choc Mheall (the bare 

hill),  appears in Bansha (OSIB 3) while Cnoc na Sgeice : the hill of the hawthorn is located in 

Barntick. (OSIC 6).   

Wooded areas feature in fieldnames evoking the ancient wooded nature of the landscape. 

They are plentiful in the townland of Newhall, in field and placenames such as ‘the black 

plantation’, ‘the long plantation’, ‘Abbey woods’ and ‘Gioraige woods’ meaning oak woods, 

referring to the old oak plantations to be found in this area.  In Killerk East (OSIB 14) the fieldname 

‘lahoil’ may mean ‘leamhchoill’ or Elmwood indicating an old and long since disappeared, wood of 

elm trees. Hawthorns obviously flourished in Barntick (OSIC6), which has a number of names 

associated with the tree, as in ‘Gortnascheighe’, the field of the hawthorns and ‘Cutnascheighe’ 

which may come from ‘coitchionn’, a commonage and ‘sceach’, the hawthorn.  

Other variations in the physical aspect of the land appear in ‘Logán,’ a field with a little 

hollow or depression in Clare Commons (OSIC 11) or a field called ‘lugaun’ in Drumadrehid in 

Ballyea. (OSIB 9). Ponds are featured in English as well as Irish. There are numerous ‘pond fields’ 

as well as ‘poulbeag’: the small pond in Ballybeg (OSI 3), ‘poll na fuiseoige’: the pond of the larks 

in Barntick (OSI 10) and ‘Poltar’, in Killerk West. (OSI 31).  Meanwhile, in Rathmeehan, the 

‘swimming pool field’ is used to describe a field with a river in which children swam. (OSIB 22). In 

the townland of Cappagarraun (OSIB 6) a field called ‘Gar intire caoran’ may suggest its location as 

an inland field with berries. (‘caoran’: field of berries).  ‘Bearna’ meaning gap is used in the 
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townland of Barnageeha, which in turn has a field called ‘barneehan’ with the evocative meaning, 

‘gap of the whistling wind’.  

In some cases, the fieldname describes not just the physical appearance of the land but also 

the soil itself.  Examples include ‘Portach na Sceallán’: a wonderfully descriptive field name in 

Lismulbreeda, which may mean the bog of brittle black turf. Stephen Sheedy described how 

potatoes were sown in a field known as the ‘black garden’, to be used for seed the following year. 

The boggy soil meant that the potatoes would stay small, ‘handy for sowing next year’, unlike those 

in more fertile ‘red’ or ‘upland ground’. 
21

  Incidentally, Newhall townland also contains fields 

called the ‘black garden’ and the ‘red garden’ (OSIB 21) while ‘garry bui’ in Ballybeg and ‘gorta 

bhui’ in Ballyvullagan, meaning yellow garden may refer to what was planted in these fields.  

 

Industry and Commerce. 

 

Agricultural activity, discussed in further detail in Chapter 12, provided the inspiration for many 

field names. Thus, we find lots of pump and well fields, quarries, lime kilns and forge fields.  Many 

fields are named for crops grown (either past or present), as well as uses of the field, for example, 

‘oats fields’, ‘hemp field’ and the ‘rye grass field’ in Lacknaskagh (OSIB 19).  Uses are described 

in the ‘long garden’, the ‘stable field’, the ‘orchard’, the ‘calf field’, the ‘bull paddock’ and the 

‘horse corcass’, denoting the stock housed within. Fieldnames beginning with ‘gort’ describe tilled 

fields, such as ‘gortnacreek’ in Barntick, while  ‘the fallow field’ in Ballybeg (OSI 3), describes a 

field left unseeded after ploughing to retain fertility. Fowl would have been kept on many farm 

holdings, reflected in ‘geese field’ in Rathmeehan (OSIB 22) while the wonderfully named 

‘gortaneil’ in Shannacool (OSIB 24) may suggest the field of the hatching eggs, from the word ‘éil’ 

meaning clutch.  

A near forgotten practice of growing apples for cider making has been revealed by this 

Survey through the recording of the ‘cider house’ field on land currently owned by Mr. P.J. Carrig 

near the site of the ruined Tiermaclane House (OSIB 25).   
Fig. 5. Remains of Tiermaclane Cider House on land of Mr. P.J.Carrig. Photograph courtesy of John Power, 

2014. 

Orchards were planted in Clare in the eighteenth century for the purpose of cider production. 

Sources, including Arthur Young on his tour of Ireland in the 1770s, noted that the county was 

renowned for cider production. 
22

  Samuel Lewis described how  ‘very fine cider is made from 

apples of various kinds mixed in the press, and it is in such repute that it is generally bought for the 

consumption of private families, principally resident’.
23

  The existence of a large walled garden or 

orchard attached to Tiermaclane House is recorded by Hugh Weir in his book Historical 

Genealogical and Architectural notes on some Houses of Clare.
24

 When the house was destroyed 

by fire, the owners, the Woulfe family, built Rose Cottage. An examination of the the  Ordnance 

Survey map of 1922 (fig. 6), shows a field with very regularly planted trees, probably an orchard.
25
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Fig. 6.  Ordnance Survey Map, Clare Library Tiermaclane House – photograph courtesy of                         

John Power 

 

As well as the cider house in Tiermaclane, orchards are widespread in fieldnames throughout the 

parish, indicating the growing of apples for household use. Liam Lynch described an orchard that 

had been planted by his mother and told how a spring well had been found and developed in the 

orchard. He mentioned Blenhein Orange, Grenadiers and Beauty of Bath as possible apple varieties 

that were grown. 
26

 

Horses were essential to farming practice in Ireland up until the advent of farm 

mechanisation in the 1950s. There are numerous paddocks, fields where horses were kept, 

represented in the survey. Similarly ‘the haggard’ for example in Carnelly (OSIC 9), ‘Neylons 

haggard’ in Killerk East (OSIB 15), and the ‘silver gate haggard’ in Ballybeg indicate a small 

enclosure used to store fodder for animals. Horses were used in sporting activity as well as for 

work. Clare Abbey boasted a racecourse at one stage remembered in a field called ‘Clare Abbey 

racecourse’ and the ‘stand field,’ on Leyden’s land. Cissie Collins also described a racecourse in 

Knockanira, evidenced in the fieldname the ‘racecourse’(OSIB 18).  Another field related to horses, 

the ‘lochaleir’ in Barnageeha (OSIB 5) describes a field where mares were serviced. There was a 

pond in this field that children were warned to be careful of. 
27

   

Forges were hugely important in providing for the shoeing of horses as well as other 

essential farm and domestic maintenance. Many forge fields are located throughout the parish at 

various locations bearing witness to the importance of the blacksmith in olden times. 

 

 

 
Fig.7. Timmy McMahons Forge. Clarecastle, circa 1960. Photograph courtesy of John Power. 
 

The role of the blacksmith has been well described by Mr. Stephen Sheedy in an interview for this 

survey. The forge field on Sheedy land in Lismulbreeda (OSIB 20) recalls Jack Meaney’s forge 

which closed in the early 1960s.  It was a great centre of chat and stories as well as industry. A man 

called ‘Skirty’ Meaney, so called because of his long overcoat which reached the ground, would 

come down to the forge and tell stories. There was a bridge in front of the forge. When there was a 

lull in the conversation he would say ‘the water that flows under the bridge will never come back to 

turn the mill!’. 
28

   Another funny story recounted by Stephen involved Jim Guinanne who worked 

in the forge:   
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Johnny Brennan, he brought down the ass there one day to have his hooves pared, and Jim 

Guinnane, oh, he was a character , he was full of devilment, but he was handy in the forge. But he 

didn't have anything to do with it, because Jack Meaney was the boss. But he said he’d pare the ass’s 

hooves for Johnny Brennan, and it was sixpence to do the four of them.  And Johnny Brennan had 

possibly only a shilling, but said Jim, I have no change, but wait a minute, he says. He went into the 

anvil and got a chisel and made two halves of the shilling!’  

 

The blacksmiths were a family combination and the trade often passed from father to son. Jack 

Meaney was succeeded by his son John Joe, while other families such as the  Eustace family in 

Kilmaley, the Sullivans in Ballynacally and Malones in Ennis also preserved this tradition.  Stephen 

elaborated on the important role of the blacksmith in rural communities in the following way: 

 
The blacksmith, you know, was the most respected and liked person in the community because he 

served the gentry and the poor.  Any of them couldn't do without him because horses had to be shod. 

If it was only to tackle the scythe. The blacksmith put bands on wheels. He made the sleán for 

cutting the turf and pointed the colter on the plough and pointed the sock on the plough in Spring 

time. Spring time was a very busy time for him. He made a tongs for the fire … and they made some 

beautiful gates … they were called forge gates, the work they put into them. They worked in intense 

heat because everything had to be brought to a very high temperature, to weld it and to mortise it and 

all that kind of thing.  They were very well respected. 
29

 

 

 
Fig.7. Stephen Sheedy‘s forge-made gates. Photograph courtesy of Catherine O’Connor. 

 

 

Women were also skilled craftspeople. According to Stephen ‘this place was blessed with 

tradesmen and tradeswomen’. Women worked as spinners and carders. A carder was ‘a grand little 

bit of equipment … with big spikes sticking up out of it, you pulled the wool through it and you 

made them into little threads’.
30

 The threads were then fed onto the spinning wheel. Wool was 

produced locally, washed, spread out and dried (on a green patch of land), carded and then spun. 

Nearly every woman was skilled at either knitting or sewing. For example, Stephen’s grandmother 

and mother made beautiful woolen quilts, so heavy that ‘you’d want to be in your strength to lift.’
31

 

‘Cnoc na poitín’ in Lismulbreeda and the ‘potcheen’ field in Tiermaclane evidence the 

activity of poitín making from locally grown oats.
32

 Poitín making existed in the parish from before 

the Famine. 
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Fig. 8 Quern stones with cross markings are preserved at the farm of Stephen Sheedy.  

 

Quern stones such as those in Fig. 8 were used for grinding the corn. Other (more legal!) 

agricultural activity, such as butter making will be elaborated on in Chapter 8.  Stephen Sheedy, 

whose family have lived in the same house in Lismulbreeda since the eighteenth century, described 

how  ‘it wasn't as easy as making the butter- you had to milk the cows by hand, and the ideal 

situation was if you someone milking the cow and someone working the separator, if you had a 

separator, because you got best results when milk was at body temperature, so it went from the cow 

direct to the separator’.
33

 For those who didn't own a separator, milk was set in tin pans, which were 

around eighteen inches in diameter and four inches high, left for twelve hours and then skimmed. 

Butter was made on different days in different places, being made on Wednesdays in the Sheedy 

household. The dairy was an essential and important addition to any house The dairy was always in 

the darkest part of the house building, preferably somewhere that didn't get sun until late in the day, 

when the ‘strength would be gone off it.’  In the Sheedy dairy there were holes built into the wall to 

create drafts and ventilation. Stephen remembers the buttermilk fondly ‘it was the most beautiful 

drink in the world and the bread that was made with the buttermilk  was marvelous that time too’. 

For winter, when milk was scarce, two big enamel buckets were lined with greaseproof paper and 

filled to the top with butter, ‘that was your ration for the year until the cows calved again because 

butter wasn't sold locally’.
34

  

Considerable folklore survives in Ireland around farming practices such as the milking of 

cows and making butter.  Cissie Collins recalled some of this lore. On May Eve it was always said 

that a dish of butter would be left at the priests house in Kilmaley by the ‘pishreogs’, and a row of 

empty (hatched) chicken and goose eggshells in a row at Knockanira House by ‘evil’ people.  On 

May Day itself, you weren’t supposed to let a red haired person into your house as this was bad 

luck.  There was a superstition that people who had something against you would be milking the 

cows at night, and then the cows would have no milk in the morning.
35

  Cissie also described the 

selling of butter at what was known as the Buttermilk cross at Dromadrehid.  This was called the 

Buttermilk cross because a lady came from Limerick in a pony and trap to buy butter there.  Cissie 

recalled that she would have a weighing scales to weigh the butter, and payment took place there.  

Likewise, another woman bought fowl for the market in Limerick.  A poultry instructress 

from Newcastle West called Miss  Liston  and a butter maker called Miss Gallagher went around 

visiting farms and offering advice.  At that time you could get chickens, pullets and cockerels.  

Cissie remembers Miss Liston coming to her mother who, like many local women, kept poultry.  

This was the women’s ‘pin money’, and all sought to have hens laying in October to have eggs for 

Christmas cakes. Eggs would be dear then, and after Christmas people would eat them themselves, 

as ‘they fell to nothing’.  An egg was supposed to be ‘as good as a pound of beef in food value’
36

.   

Eggs were sold in shops in Ennis but also sometimes included in a box with butter, to be sent to the 

creamery in Ennistymon, possibly for export.  Similarly, the American (bronze) turkey market in 

October provided an income for the farmer’s wife.  Crissie described how turkeys over twelve 

pounds were taken out, usually cocks, to be sold because ‘ the thrashing had come in and they 

would be killing one another when they’d get the oats!’.  The hen turkeys were usually kept to less 

twelve pounds or less in weight as ‘they weren’t as nice when they went over that’.
37

  

Other enterprise conducted in the parish over the decades is represented in the Fieldname 

Table.  Quarries such as Hickeys Quarry in Ballybeg (OSI 3) and the sandpits and ‘sandpit field’ in 

Ballybeg and in Creggaunnahilla (OSIC 13) represent the importance of building construction 
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locally. Brick building is discussed in detail in a later chapter and is represented in Knocknamanagh 

by a field called the  ‘brickhole corcass’. In Ballybeg, a place named ‘Sparribill Hill’ , a steep hill 

on the popular ‘Rocky Road’ which connected Ennis to Killone, remembers the quarrying of spar, 

which was used for dashing houses. (OSIC 3). The production of lime was essential to the 

enrichment of the land before mass produced fertilisers. There were many lime kiln fields 

throughout the parish, or ‘pairc an tine’as the one on Sheedys land is still known. A lime kiln is 

shown on an early map in Carroll’s Quarry in Ballybeg.  

 

   
Fig.  9  Carroll’s Limekiln represented on map and photograph, Ballybeg.    

 Ordnance Survey Map, Clare, Sheet . Photograph courtesy of Eric Shaw 

 

 

 

                       
Fig. 10. Ordnance Survey Ireland map 1920  

showing limekiln and well in Clare Commons, Clarecastle.  Limekiln at Buncraggy-photograph courtesy of                 

John Power 

 

The 1920 Ordnance map (fig. 9) shows a limekiln and well in Clare Commons in Clarecstle. This 

map identifies other disused limekilns in townlands such as Ballyvullagan, Killerk West, Reafa, 

Knockanira, Bansha, Darragh North & Feagh.  The kilns burned limestone to make lime for use in 

farming and also to create quicklime for use as mortar and stabiliser in buildings. Working in the 

kilns was dirty and hard labour. Limekilns were large stone structures with an arch in front. They 

had an egg-shaped chamber and a cavity opening at the top. They were generally constructed on a 

rock face, for example, the Carroll limekiln (fig.8), with an earthen bank to facilitate loading the 

kiln from the top. Layers of broken stone were piled into the kiln. The fuel, peat, wood, coal or a 

type of anthracite, was lit from the bottom and the burning process got underway. A temperature of 

900 degrees Celsius or higher was required to convert the limestone to quicklime over a number of 

days. The kiln had to be cleaned out after each batch. The stone had to be broken to a certain size, 

and the attendees often had to get up at night to add another layer. Lime had varying uses, including 

being spread on farmland to neutralise overly acidic soils or to ‘sweeten’ grass, as a mortar in 

building and for whitewashing house interiors and exteriors. Limestone for Sheedys kiln came from 

Hegartys quarry in Lisheen. The tedious and difficult task of making lime usually took place every 

second year yet Stephen considered that ‘not alone did it improve the land but it improved the 

scenery of the countryside’.
38
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Whitewash also acted as a disinfectant, and could be used to disinfect wells and for the burying of 

livestock. During the early twentieth century, cheaper Portland cement from England became 

popular as a building material. Today, burned lime for land usage has been replaced by finely 

ground limestone. This has the same agricultural benefits as the burned lime and is much cheaper to 

produce. Ground limestone was produced in large quantities in the late 1950s and early 1960s by 

McCarthy Brothers in two lime quarries in Ballybeg.  The cliff quarry in Ballyea, also founded in 

1952, at Lismulbreeeda employed local people. Inhaling limestone however, was potentially 

dangerous as it could cause serious lung disease. Other man-made features which have been 

recorded by the Survey include the Pile Bridge in Clare Abbey (OSIC 10), which is a metal railway 

bridge spanning the River Fergus. 

Sporting activity is remembered in fieldnames, for example, Arthur’s field, in Darragh.  

Hurling was played by young men from both sides of the parish in this field.  Cissie Collins’ (nee 

Arthur) recalled that her six brothers played there. She remembered boys coming from Clarecastle 

with their hurleys, crossing the wall into the field. Bicycles were scarce then, two or three would be 

on a bicycle together.  They mightn’t even have togs when they were playing in those days and 

were often barefoot although this may not have been so unusual as shoes were taken off by children 

on 1 April, whatever the weather.
39

 Greyhound keeping has a long tradition in Clarecastle Ballyea, 

and there are a couple of coursing fields in the survey as in Ballaghafadda West (OSIC 2) and 

Lissane East (OSIC 21). The ‘bowling green’ field in Island Magrath may remember some of the 

sporting activity of the garrison stationed in the barracks at Clare Castle.  

 

Folklore and Religion 

 

The writer Angela Bourke has suggested that ‘words and names in Irish were doorways into 

stories’.
40

  There may be interesting, as yet unrecorded, stories behind the name ‘gealtai’ in Barntick 

(OSIC 6) which may represent the ‘wild’ animal or the ‘wild’ woman.  Such names point to deeper 

hidden meanings, probably connected to some of the folklore of the area. Folklore has been 

described as dealing with the ‘intangible aspect of life: stories, myths, traditional beliefs and 

practices, often outside the realm of formal religion.’
41

 A surviving legend in Clarecastle Ballyea is 

that of the mermaid of Killone. We know that lakes and woods bore much symbolism and meaning 

to our ancestors and the mermaid’s poem captures the significance of the area for the local people.  
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The Legend of the Baron of Killone 

Who was stealing the Baron’s wine;  

Burgundy and Port of old- 

Precious I ween as drops of gold!  

Lone tonight he came to dine.  

Flung himself on his oaken chair,  

Kicked the hound that whined for 

bread; 

Heard  a step upon the stair- 

“God! - the thief shall swing” he said. 

Baron of Killone kept running down 

the vaulted way,  

to the cellar dark by day,  

Took the ten steps at a leap.  

Then he listened with the throng  

of frightened servants at the door.  

Heard the wine drips on the floor  

and seamews laughter- loud and long. 

Of bolt and bar and double chain,  

They freed the door and crowded 

through,  

their eyes a horror claimed to scan, 

 no ghost or devil met their view. 

They searched behind the hogsheads 

where 

 The watchful spider spied and span  

They sighed to see the wine that ran   

a crimson torrent wasting there,  

They even searched the gloomy  well  

That legend said rose from the lake,  

And saw bright bubbles rise and break,  

but nothing stronger here befell 

 

The Baron cursed the Baron said;  

“Now all begone alone I’ll stay-  

There shall not rise another day,  

Without this thief alive or dead” 

But still he stood - no sound was there,  

save  just the wine go drop and drip  

Save that the silence seemed to slip, 

 its threatening fingers thro’ his hair 

When then at last an echo flew 

 The splash of water thrown apart- 

 He cursed the beating of his heart  

Because the foe was listening too 

The slipping scrape of scales he hears          

And seamews laughs loud and sweet    

He dare not move his frightened feet 

His pulse beats with a thousand fears 

At that strange monster in the gloom,  

He points his pistol quick and fires  

Before the powder spark expires  

He hears a seabirds scream of doom 

 

He had one glimpse of snow white 

arms,  

Of sea green eyes and sloak brown hair 

He had a chance to find her fair 

 when he had slain her thousand 

charms. 

  The Baron of Killone Keep slew 

A sea maiden young and fair 

And all the folks in Co. Clare 

Will tell you that this tale is true 

And when the Baron came to dine  

His guests could never understand 

Why he would say with glass in hand 

I would the thief were at my wine 

 
Reference: I.T.A. Topographical and 

General Survey 1942/3 Clarecastle - as 

recorded by R. Lucas, Surveyor, on  

22 Sept. 1943. He noted that when doing 

the Survey, he got a version of the Legend 

that stated that is was the butler of 

Newhall House who stabbed the mermaid 

and how her blood coloured the nearby 

lake. Since the Survey, Mr. Lucas 

discovered from a more reliable source, 

that the true – if it is! – legend is the one in 

this poem.
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The supernatural may also be represented by unusual fielnames such as that of ‘polavoodle’ 

in Ballybeg (OSI 3), which may mean ‘poll na bhfuath’: hole or pond of phantoms, spectres.  

As described in the previous chapter a number of parish townland names are associated with 

early religious sites, including churches or holy wells in the parish, such as Killone, Clare 

Abbey, Killow, Killerk and Lismulbreeda.
41

   ‘Kimony’ in the townland of Clareabbey is the 

site of the old church in a bog near Clare Abbey while ‘Carhoonakilly’ is another ancient 

name for a portion of this townland (OSIC 3). 

St. Brigids well is located in Lismulbreeda, contributing to the name of the townland 

itself, literally the bare fort of St. Brigid. Stephen Sheedy remembers people making 

pilgrimage there on 1 February to bathe their eyes, as the well is associated with the curing of 

eye infections and restoration of sight.  The well was marked by a cross which was also close 

to a cillín, or children’s burial ground.  A number of these burial grounds are marked by 

fieldnames as in Newhall (OSIB 21) and Kilmoraun (OSIB 16). One of the quern stones 

preserved at Sheedys (fig. 8), is marked with a cross and was supposedly used as a mass rock, 

on which Mass was celebrated during Penal times. 

Interestingly, there are quite a few priest’s field located throughout the parish. It was 

the custom of parishioners to make a piece of land available for the use of parish clergy.  This 

may have facilitated grazing for the priest’s horse or the planting of potatoes or a vegetable 

garden for his use. The historian S.J. Connolly noted that ‘a priest’s revenue from his parish 

was often supplemented by some kind of agricultural holding, if only a meadow or potato 

ground’.
43

 The otherwise forgotten ‘priests’ fields of the parish are remembered in fieldnames 

such as the ‘Priest’s stile’ Ballaghafadda East (OSIC 1), ‘priest’s corcass’ in Buncraggy 

(OSIC 7) and ‘priests field’ in Islandmagrath. (OSIC 18).  

The celebration of St. John’s Eve at St. John’s Well in Killone is remembered by 

Cissie Collins who would have walked the old ‘pilgrim road’  to the well.  23 June was the 

traditional date for pilgrimage but people also went to the well at other times, with children 

leaving their bicycles at Lynches house. According to Cissie, ‘Mrs. Lynch used to say ‘I 

don’t know is it all about prayers!’ they used to go so often!’.
44 

  Dancing took place in the 

old McDonnell vault at Killone. Although too young to join in, Cissie remembers going up to 

look down at people dancing. There would be dances there from early June, with music 

supplied by a local accordion player.  She described how ‘a drop would come down and 

fellows were told, ‘don't go near the drop, if that falls on your head you’ll go bald.!’
45 

 

Historical Events. 

 

Personal memories attached to the names of fields are richly supplemented in this survey by 

memories of more difficult local as well as national events, especially the Famine. A lot of 

the roads that were built as Famine relief work were known as ‘the line’.  The Famine or 

‘Conic’ line in Ballybeg remembers one example of famine relief work undertaken during 

this harrowing time in the parish.
46
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Fig. 11. A section of the old Famine road from Lissane to the Quay at Clarecastle. Photograph 

courtesy of Eric Shaw. 

 

Other remnants of that period exist in a number of Famine pots, iron cauldrons used to feed 

the starving population, which have been preserved around the parish.  

 

 
Fig. 12. Example of a Famine pot- photograph courtesy of  John Power 

 

What has been described anecdotally as a ruined ‘famine cabin’ survives on the Lillis land in 

Ballyvullagan. While impossible to substantiate, family lore has preserved the memory of this 

cabin being lived in during the famine of 1845-52.  According to Brian Lillis it was built 

against a bank for shelter. 

 

 
Fig. 13.   Possible famine cabin (2014) .Photograph courtesy of Eric Shaw. 
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Meanwhile, Cholera Hill in Killerk East (OSIB 14) may refer to an outbreak of cholera in the 

region in 1832, reported in The Lancet on 1 September 1832. It is recorded here that 81 

people died out of a total of 152 cases in the village of Clare Castle between June and July of 

that year. According to the author Dr. Richard Williams, the assistant surgeon attached to the 

68th regiment at the barracks in Clare Castle, out of a total of nine physicians in Ennis, only 

one would attend cholera patients. The outbreak first began in the barracks at Clare Castle 

among the soldiers stationed there, and a regimental cholera hospital was set up in the castle. 

On 18 June when the barracks was evacuated the troops removed to the townland of 

Carrowgar, to a field still known as ‘the camp field’. (OSIC 8). Meanwhile, in the village of 

Clare Castle hunger and lack of employment added to the suffering occasioned by the 

disease.
47

   

In Ballybeg, a field called Ballykinler, remembers the internment camp based in County 
Down, during the events of the Irish war of independence   and specifically the man who 
built its surrounding stone walls as he said that he may as well be in Ballykinler.  In 

Ballaghafadda East the ‘pike field’ recalls road tolls collected at the ‘Clare Pike’ from the 

eighteenth century. Subsequently, World War One is represented in a placename in 

Creggaunnahilla called ‘the Dardanelles’ (OSIC 13), so named in memory of the men from 

the townland who served in WW1. For a more detailed account of the effects of World War 

One in Clarecastle and Ballyea see chapter 14  in this volume.  

 

Conclusion  

 

This sample of fields surveyed in the parish of Clarecastle and Ballyea demonstrates that 

fields are named according to their history, topography, use or location.
48

 Fieldnames in the 

Irish language preserve the features of an ancient natural landscape and describe to us the 

battle with those elements of water, tide, wind and soil that faced the earliest inhabitants of 

this region.  The old names such as whistling wind, big summits and bare hills, witness the 

efforts and struggles to eke out an existence.  

Similarly, it is obvious that names reflect the passing of time. Thus the abundance of 

descriptive Irish field and placenames describing natural features which evolve into more 

contemporary names such as the ‘swimming pool field’ in Rathmeehan (OSIB 22) or the 

‘thunderhole field’ in Kilmoraun (OSIB 14).  The field and place names reflect important 

historical events in the life of the parish. The large number of fort fields, signifying the 

numerous ring forts to be found in the Clarecastle Ballyea area were preceded by the 

monastic and religious sites, including holy wells and churches as well as cillín, children’s 

graveyards. More recent history is reflected in names such as the ‘Dardanelles’ in 

Creggaunailla and equally sadly, the ‘Camp’ field in Carrowgar and Cholera Hill in Killerk 

while significant Famine memory is preserved in famine roads such as the Conic line and 

Lissane line. Fieldnames make a valuable contribution as demonstrated to family history and 

memory.   

The field and place names recorded in the area surveyed to date, provide testimony of 

a rich and varied landscape in Clarecastle Ballyea. In the words of Alan Counihan who 

surveyed fieldnames in county Kilkenny ‘for all their frail presence these names are the 

means by which landscape is transformed into place and they provide it with both human 

narrative and cultural detail.’ That so many of the old names survive is testament to the 

enduring legacy of previous generations, and the rich contribution made by these names to 

our cultural heritage. 
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Clarecastle & Ballyea Parish Fieldnames 
 

 
     

Townland  Name meaning Map 

page 

Fieldname  Suggested Meaning of Fieldname 

     

1.Ballaghafadda 

East 

Baile Locha Fada Thoir : The long road OSI-C1 The pump field  

 Settlement beside long lake  The hallow field  

   The College field  

   Liston’s Cottage  

   Pollóthan  ‘Poll Locháin’: the depression of the 

pond 

   The Pike field Road tolls were collectd at the  

'ClarePike' from the eighteenth 

century(?)   

2.Ballaghafadda 

West 

Bealach Fada: the long road  OSI-C2 Claremount corcass Carcass: low, flat, wet land 

 Settlement beside long lake  Well Corcass Corcass = Corcach = Marsh. 

   Quinlivan’s field  

   The pond field  

   The coursing field  

   Bridie Quilligan’s Fort  

   Lynch’s Fort  

   The Priest’s Stile  

   The house field  

   Fairy lane  

3. Ballybeg An Baile Beag: the little townland. OSI-C3 Perry’s Bridge Named after George Perry (1853-

1935) husband of Mary Carroll 

 The small town  Ceartagh An undefined area of crag and hazel-

groves on both sides of the Ballbeg 

Road. ...Cearta (KARTA) is a forge 

and Ceartach would mean place of the 

forge!   The Collins Irish Dictionary 

gives the word Cart as a verb...to 

scrape clean, clear out....perhaps this 

describes the bare rock. The KAR 

word is common in Northern Europe 

referring to stone forts   Cathair 

(Gaelic) Ker (Breton) and Caer 

(Welsh)....Caernarvon etc. likely 

related to the Saxon CAR  or Gaelic 

Carraig - Dick Cronin 

   Hickey’s Quarry  

   Poulbeag Small Pond /Poll Beag = Little 

Hollow / Cave 

   Kilmacash Church of the son of Ash /Cill Mac 

Cais = The Cell of the Son of Cas (A 

common forename in early Christian 

East Clare 

   Carroll’s quarries  

   Lime Kiln Carroll’s lime-kiln 

   Ballykinler Named after the 1920s internment 

camp by a man who had to build the 

surrounding stone walls 
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   The Fallow Field Field left unseeded after being 

ploughed to retain fertility 

   The famine Line Also known as the Conic Line. 

Famine relief work 

   Minnie’s Crag Named after Mary (Minnie) Carroll 

   The Riasc marsh 

   The Middle Field  

   The Oats Field  

   Polavoodle ‘poll na bhfuath’: hole/pond of 

phantoms, spectres / Poll a’ Bho Dall. 

The hollow of the blind cow. 

   Carroll’s Pond A pond served by a spring that filled 

after quarrywork 

   Fish weir Decorative stonework at Perry’s 

Bridge 

   The sandpit  

   Hill crag Rocky hill 

   Long field  

   The hill  

   The front field  

   The lake field  

   The Garden road  

   The Garden/the hard field 

   The milking gap  

   The bank (in the third 

riasc) 

Location where Minnie Boland used 

take boat across Ballybeg Lake to 

nurse member of Cahir family 

   Garry bui  yellow garden 

   The craig garden rocky garden 

   The pier garden  

   The well field   

   Carhoonakilly ancient name for a portion of this 

townland 

   Sparribill Hill a steep hill on the Rocky road. White 

spar was quarried to the right of the 

hill. Uused for dashing houses. 

   The pump field  

   The Clearing  

   Thw Western Crag  

   The Riasc  

   The Well Field   

   The Silver Gate Haggard  

   The Hurling Field  

   The Red Gate Field  

   The Rockery  

   Pawneer's Village  

   Pat Walshe's Field  

4.Ballyea Baile Uí Aodha : Aodh's Townland OSI-B1 Curragh meadow ‘currach’: swamp or morass- low 

lying field that gets flooded when tide 

comes in 

 The town of Aodh  Larry’s garden  

   Timber gate  

   Caitins Hill  

   Under Markams  

   Iron gate  
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   Hogans  

   Rolling Hill  

   Big Ray  

   Little ray  

   Two Acres  

   Long Strong   

   Gate hill  

   High hill  

   Horses field  

   Orchard  

   Bane  

   Heifers field  

   Paddock   

   Well field  

   Fort field  

   Backfield  

   Topfield  

   Shed field  

   Hurling field  

   Bog  

   Meadow near McInerney 

   Meadow near Eyares   

   Meadows at back  

   Long field  

5.Ballyveskil Baile Mheascail : Meskill's town OSI-C4 Ruanes   

 Baile O'Mescall  Field of the road  

 Baile: a village, hamlet, small town  Kittys Field  

 A place of settlement  Andys Riasc ‘Riasc’: marshy field 

   Shed Field  

   Liosnacodladh Sleepy Fort 

6.Ballyvonnavaun Baile O'Bhonnobhan OSI-C5 Cons field  

 Town of  Walkers field  

   The fort field  

   The long field  

   Creggaun Craite Creggaun: little field /field of little 

rocks. ‘cruit’: hump, field of humps / 

Creggaun Craite = Creagan Craite = 

Awkward Rocky place 

   The island field  

7.Ballyvullagan Baile O'Mulligan OSI-B2 Gorta Bhuí yellow garden 

 Town of  Rea réidh - a course mountain flat 

   Gort Geara tilled garden or cut garden 

   Ould orchard  

   Loughaneen little lake 

   An aill rua  red cliff 

   Gleann   

   Field with rock  

   Well field  

   Coarse meadow  

   Pairc Ur "úr" =fresh. Newly cultivated field or 

"iúr" -a yew tree. Field of the yew 

   Pairc Andy  

   Little Garden  

   Galvin's Garden  
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   Gleann   

   Curragh  

   Kierse's meadow  

8.Bansha An Bháinseach : the small (tracht of) lea-

ground  

OSI-B3 An Chnoc mheall The bare hill 

 Dry  The round hill  

9.Barloughra Barr luachra : Above the rushes. OSI-B4 Fort field  

 The hilltop of the rushes  Downey Macs  

   Malones  

   Long meadow  

     

10.Barnageeha The windy gap OSI-B5 Fort   

 Bearna: gap. Bar: hilltop  Páirc go dheas field to the south 

 Gap of weakly or old hag  Páirc na crusa shortcut field 

   Loch aleir Also called Áthalar or horse field 

   Cloverfield  

   Brennans field  

   Forge field   

   New field  

   Well field  

   Pony field  

   Hard field  

   Cock field  

   Orchard  

   Valley  

11.Barntick Barr an Tigh : The hill of the House OSI-C6 Cnoc na Sgeice Hill of the hawthorn / Cnoc na 

Sceiche = Hill of the hawthorn 

 or Bar:" toice" - gap of wealthy or an old hag Gortnascheighe The field of the hawthorns 

   Cutnascheighe cutteen "coitchionn" a commonage. 

"Sceach" could mean the hawthorn 

commonage 

   Gortacreek The tilled field in the boundary 

(‘crioch’) / Gortacreek = Gort an 

Chrioch = Garden in the land. 

   O’ Brien’s corcass O’ Brien’s Corcass = Marsh 

   The Kishock area between Newhall & Ballybeg 

Lakes 

   Kane's Field  

   The lawn corcass The lawn corcass = marsh 

   Cragmór The big rock / Cragmór = Great 

Rocky place 

   Mullamore The big summit / Mullamore = An 

mullach mór = Big hill 

   The black corcass The black corcass = marsh 

   Seven acres  

   The Wild Cats  

   Joe Lynch’s lane – Joe Lynch’s crag 

   Poll na fuiseoige The pond of the lark / Poll na 

fuiseoige = The cave of the lark  

   Seanacoill The old wood / Seanacoill = Old 

Wood 

   The Round Door an encloseure made up of small 

stones 

   Hanrahan’s cave  
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   Gilti ‘gealtach’: a wild crazy person/animal 

also a runaway horse (‘gealtai’: to run 

away in terror) 

   Corknakiska The swamp of water / Corknakiska = 

Corcach na Ciseacha = The marsh of 

the wicker bridges. 

   The well   

   Hempfield perhaps hemp was once grown in the 

area of Barntick 

   The well road  

   Cor na Sceithe  

   O'Brien's Field  

   Sheehan's Field  

   Top Lawn  

   Bottom Lawn  

   Four Divider  

   House Field  

   Tony Mack's Field  

12.Buncraggy  Bun na Creige : Base of the Crag OSI-C7 Straight Lines  

 Lower Rocky Place  Avenue Cragg  

   New Field  

   Priest's Corcas  

   Men's Meadow  

   Big Mike's  

   House Field  

   Foal's Paddock  

   Big Field  

   Western Crag  

   Heifer's Corcas  

   Back Corcas  

   Bull Paddock  

   Marsh Corcas  

   Clare Islands  

   Big Marsh  

   Árd Bán  

   Small Marsh  

13.Cappagarraun Ceapach a’ Gearráin  : The horse filed. OSI-B6 Flower garden  

 The ploughed land or place of tillage in a little 

grove 

Back ray ‘re’: level place with black eart;h 

‘rea’: a coarse mountain flat land;  

‘ray’may  also meas fort 

   V ray  

   L ray  

   Horse ray  

   Bog  

   Ace of hearts Field in shape of a heart 

   Flannagans  

   bothareen The little road / Bothareen = An 

Bóithrín the path 

   Gar intire caoran ‘gar’ proximity to, the  field inland 

    ‘caoran’ field of berries / Gar intire 

caoran = Garrán Tíre an Caoráin = 

Garden in the Bog. 

   Back hills   

   Canal  
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   Playing haggard  

   Bull paddock   

14.Carrowgar Ceathrú garbh : Rough Quarter/short 

quarter 

OSI-C8 The Camp Field Where the British Army was 

relocated during the Cholera outbreak 

of 1832 

15.Carrownanelly 

(Carnelly) 

 Ceathrú na nGiallaigh : Quarter of the 

hostages ? 

OSI-C9 Over the tide  

 Carroe nan'aille : the quarter of the stones (there is 

an ancient Stone Age monumnet in garden of 

Carnelly). Carrow: an old word for "Quarter": A 

quarter was one quarter of a square mile or 160 

acres 

The pond field  

   Hill field  

   The bank corcass  

   Barry’s corcass  

   The round hill  

   Caluragh Low lying land beside river / 

Caluragh Ceilliúradh = Birdsong / 

'ceallurach' -an old burial ground 

   The horse corcass  

   Barn field  

   Barnfield corcass  

   The paddock Small enclosed field for horses 

   The haggard Small enclosure used to store fodder 

for animals  

   The calf field  

   The bull paddock  

   The road field  

   Crompaun Low lying land along creek or river / 

Crompaun – Crompán = the Creek 

   Pilkington's bridge  

   Reidy's well  

16.Clare Abbey named for Augustian Abbey founded in 

12th C 

OSI-

C10 

The rocky field  

   The Pile Bridge 1859 metal railway bridge spanning 

the Fergus 

   Clare abbey racecourse  

   The stand field Stand for the racecourse 

   Hickey’s well  

   Flynn’s well  

   The pound well  

   Kimony site of old Church in bog near Clare 

Abbey 

   Neddy Russell’s well  

   Carmody’s field  

   Clare Road road from Ennis to Clare Castle 

  OSI-

C11 

Hickey’s lane  

17.Clare 

Commons 

  Smith’s field  

   John Mac’s field  

   Tuohy’s limekiln  

   Back lane  

   Logán Field with little hollow or depression / 

Logán  Lochán = Pond 
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   Limekiln Lane  

   Ward's Lane  

   Clareabbey Lane  

   Upper Commons Lane  

   Schoolhouse lane  

   Forge Lane  

   Devine's Field or 

Bridgepark 

local GA.A. Field 

   The lever  

  OSI-

C12 

Lovell’s well  

18.Clare Hill Originally called Knock or Knockslishane Paddy Normyle’s field  

   John Howard’s field  

   Kelly’s corcass  

   Kelly’s hill  

   Dale Yard for storing deal timber imported from 

the Baltic & Canada. 

   Normyle’s hole  

  OSI-

C13 

Burke’s crag  

19.Creggaunnahill

a 

Creagán na Thuile  : the field of the old RC 

Church 

The creggaun   

 Church in the little rocky place  Dardanelles Because of the men living in the 

Creggaun who had served in WW1 

   The Sandpit Feld  

   The Garden Field  

   Donnellan’s Crag  

  OSI-B7 Collins field  

20.Darragh North Darach  : An oak wood.  Front Meadow  

   Bog Meadow  

   Clancy's Hill  

   Sheedy's Field  

   Nell's Field  

   The ten acre field A place for hunting hares with hounds 

on a Sunday 

   Arthurs field  

  OSI-B8 Sextons  

21.Darragh South Darach :  An oak wood.  Horse field  

   Bawrneeann  

  OSI-

C14 

The stable field  

22.Derreen Daireín  : The little wood.   The island field  

   The high grass  

   The bull paddock  

   The riasc  

   The long garden  

   The left hand field  

   The lower field  

   The wood field  

   The pump field  

   McGann’s Corcass  

   The back field  

   The corcass  

   The railway field  
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 Drom an Droichead : The hill by the 

bridge. 

OSI-B9 Rye grass  

23.Drumadrehid   An páirc nua The new field 

   Lugaun Could be ‘logan’: field with little 

hollow or depression 

   Clover field  

 na Dromainne Thoir - ridge ? OSI-B10  

24.Drumeen East na Dromainne Thoir - ridge ? OSI-

B11 

Henchys field  

25.Drumeen West   Kiln field  

   Frawleys   

   Cotters field Near Creamery Cross which was also 

called Pegs Cross after Peg 

Shaughnessy who had land near there. 

Also site of post office at one time 

  OSI-

B12 

Edenvale corcass  

26. Edenvale   Hill field  

   Long field  

   Orchard  

   Pump field  

  OSI-

C15 

Kennedy's Field  

27.Feagh Féabh : A wood.Or bushy land or woodland Race Hill  

 Oileán Magraith :  Magrath's island.  OSI-

C18 

The bowling green  

28.Islandmagrath Originally an island in the Fergus Estuary Small road corcass  

   Big road corcass  

   triangle  

   Lodge field  

   Road field  

   lawn  

   Bullock corcass  

   Priests field  

   Meere’s hill  

   Roinn a corragh ‘Rinn a’ Chorraigh’: headland in the 

marsh 

   Lánnacoragh ‘Oileán a’ Chorraigh’: island in the 

marsh 

   Reagan’s corcass  

   Illaun na gcapal ‘Oileán na gCapall’: Horse island 

   The ten acres  

   The eighteen acres  

   Cloverhill  

   Mellett’s hill  

   Mac’s three corner marsh 

   Three cottages  Belonged to Shaughnessy, Sullivan, 

McMahon 

  OSI-

C16 

Dr. Green's field This field was good for growing  very 

sweet turnips 

29.Islandavanna 

Upper 

Oileán an Bhanna Uachtarach  McMahon's field  

 Originally an island in the Fergus Estuary Frawleys forge  

  OSI-

C17 

The Paddock  
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30.Islandavanna 

Lower 

Originally an island in the Fergus Estuary The Well Field  

   19-Acres (meadow)  

   Barn Field (meadow)  

     

  OSI-

B13 

Kishaun's Fort a double ringfort 

31.Kilglassy Coill Gasac : The bushy wood.  The Arables a group of fields that were 

particularly suited to tillage 

 Or green wood. Glas: green  The Fort Field  

     

  OSI-

B14 

Poltar Maybe place abounding in 

holes/depressions 

32.Killerk West  Cóill Erc : This word means cattle.   Isle na tobar Island well 

   Fort field  

 Cóill Erc : This word means cattle.  OSI-

B15 

Lahoil ‘leamhchoill’: Elmwood 

33.Killerk East  Or Cill Erc: Church of Erc, a local saint  The milking van  

   Conru The red hound 

   Neylons Haggard  

   Cholera hill  

   The quarry  

   The paddock  

   The small rea  

   The Big Rea  

   Mónín  

   The gate field  

  OSI-

C19 

Brennans field   

34.Killow 

(Killoo/Killoe/Kill

ua) 

Cóill Éó : The yew wood.  Griffeys acre  

 Cill Lua: an early saint or patron of ancient Church O’ Neills  

   Keanes   

   McGraths (Hogans)  

   McCabes   

   McNamaras (now Motorway) 

   Howards field  

   Lasbeys  

   Mungovans  

   The High Field  

   The Crag  

   The Grove  

   The Pump Field  

  OSI-

B16 

Carrolls hill  

   Crowely’s field  

35.Kilmoraun Cóill Morán : This last word means a meadow. Thunder hole field Large hole in field 

 Ancient wooded area  CillÍn A children's burial ground 

  OSI-

B17 

Well field   

   Big ray  

36.Kilmore Coill Mór  : The great wood.   Small ray  

 Ancient wooded area  Glanndine The deep valley 
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   Curragh fields Curragh : swamp 

   The crag  

   The paddock  

   Fort field  

37.Knockanimana 

(Knocknamana) 

Cnoc an Diamán : The hill of sustenance  OSI-

C20 

Nestors fields  

 Cnoc na Managh - monk's hill  Barrys fields   

   Pappy McCreadys   

   Sowdown  

   Murphy’s field  

   The middle field  

   The fort field  

   The hill field  

   The road field  

   Brickhole corcass  

38.Knockanira Cnoch an Adhar : The hill of frost and 

snow. 

OSI-

B18 

The racecourse  

 Or sheppard's hill  Green field  

   Meelach Low marshy ground 

   Revota Could mean ré bhuí’: yellow fort 

   Cnoc na Ceanhach Angular or square hill 

   Round hill  

   Well field  

39.Lacknaskagh Leacan na Sgeach : The bushy hill side. OS.B19 Stuck field  

 Or a bushy place abounding in flag stones Blakes meadow  

   Fort field  

   Long field  

   Far over ray  

   Round hill  

   Coarse meadow  

   House field  

   Rye grass field  

   Well field  

   Garden field  

   Pony field  

   First ray  

   Long field  

   Field at the road  

40.Lismulbreeda Lios Maól Bríghde : The bare fort of 

Brigid. It was   

OSI-

B20 

Forge field (páirc an cearta) 

 was under the patronage of Brigid that the 

neighbouring convent of nuns was founded at 

Killone 

An moing  Over grown swamp, mossy fen 

 Or fort of the servants (or devotees of Brigid) Portach na sceallán  Bog of brittle black turf/ potato sets 

or small potatoes 

   An riasc Bog land/moor 

   Well field (páirc an tobar) 

   Tobarbreeda St. Brigids well 

   Cnoc an poitín Poteen field/hill 

   Lime Kiln field (Páirc an 

Tiníl) 

limekiln field 

   Cathair circular stone fort 

41.Lissane East Liosán -  The little lios : fort OSI-C21  
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   Blake’s island  

   Blake’s pond  

   Four acres  

   The bull paddock  

   The bushy crag  

   Paddy Slattery’s field  

   First coursing field  

   Currcagh creek  

   Hickey’s pond  

   Power’s Crag  

   The Learage The forked field 

   Lissane Fort  

   Hickey’s crag  

   Pollothán a small turlough  

   Philly Madigan’s field  

   Theady Griffey’s place  

   Sonny’s (Gleeson) Place 

42.Lissane West Liosán :  The little lios/fort OSI-

C22 

Moolabán The white summit (‘mullach’: 

summit) 

   Bother che Quay road 

   Plover corcass  

   Reidy’s corcass  

   The priest’s corcass  

   Burke’s corcass  

   Middle corcass  

   The bank corcass  

     

43.Manusmore  Mainis :  A spear  OSI-

C23 

Clover Hill  

 Or may have been named after a person Manus The furry hill  

   Sheehan’s Cottage  

   Flushing Meadow  

   The crab trees  also known as 'Dudes four acres' after 

Mick 'Dude' McMahon 

   The water hole  

   Healy’s Field  

   The triangle   

   The seven acres  

   The island  

44.Newhall Killone: Church (Cill) of Eoin OSI-

B21 

Blaggard’s rock  A swimmer’s rock for diving 

   Katie Scanlan’s Cottage Home of the Gleeson/Scanlan Family 

up to 1960 

   CillÍn This children's graveyard was marked 

by a lone blackthorn bush 

   Curragh  

   The coffin A swimmer’s rock for diving 
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   John O’ Loughlin’s rock A swimmer’s rock for diving 

   The point A rocky outcrop opposite the Abbey 

   The black plantation Wood plantation in Newhall Estate 

   Abbey woods  Wood plantation in Newhall Estate 

   The long plantation Wood plantation in Newhall Estate 

   Gioraige woods  Oak wood 

   Curragh woods McDonnell sawmills were here 

   Kerry mans hill  

   Black garden  

   Red garden  

   Oats garden  

   Race hill  

   Lawn field  

   Clover field  

   Joyce's forts  

   The ranch  

   Barrack Field  

   Barrack Haggards  

   Clover Field  

   Hill Field  

   Lacoille "leamhchoill" Elmwood 

45.Rathmeehan Ráth Miocháín : O'Meehan's place of 

residence.  

OSI-

B22 

Geese field  

 Meehan's Fort. Rath+fort  Front field  

   Hogans field  

   Swimming pool field Children swam in a river which ran 

through this field. 

   Pump house field  

   Big Rathmeehan  

   Small Rathmeehan  

46.Reaghfa  Réidhfa : Level fields OSI-

B23 

The cúlín Small field at the back 

 A corruption of the old word fiaoch meaning 

heather 

The limekiln field  

   Well field  

   Rockfield  

   Well field   

   O'Connor's Black Garden 

   Fort field  

47.Shannacool Sean Cúl  : The old angle of land.  OSI-

BC24 

Caisleán The castle field 

 The old woodland. Or the old backland division Gortaneil Field of the hatching eggs ‘éil’ : 

clutch 

   Curraheen Pointed hill of the whistling wind 

   Barry’s bog  

   The angle field  

48.Skehanagh Sgeachanach : Abounding in bushes  OSI-

C25 

Garden field  

   Crag field  

   McCabes  

   Kierces lane – Kierces field 

   The station  

   Kerins crag  

   Kerins well  
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   Kerins corcass  

   Priest’s field  

   Dromoirt High ridge 

49.Tiermaclane Tír Mac Leighin : The scholar's land OSI-

B25 

Meelack ‘meelach’: low marshy ground? 

   Walled garden  

   Cider house  

   mash  

   potcheen ‘poitin’ ? 

   slugragh sinkhole 

   loughaem ? 

   Páirc na stalla Horse field or field of the stallions 

   lahaun "leath" =half. "Abhainn" = river. 

Land alonside one side of stream or 

river 

   Lisnaquilla a ringfort 

   Ballynacreggan Fort a ringfort 

   Ruanes  

   Field of the road  

   First corcass  

   Second corcass  

   Crag  

   Currachs  

   Walled garden  

   Bothar na gann sparse road 
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